Commonwealth
Entrepreneurs Club
Helping Commonwealth Countries to Collaborate and Trade to
Create Jobs and Alleviate Poverty
JOIN TO EXPAND.
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ABOUT US
Commonwealth
Entrepreneurs Club
(CEC)

Headquarter
• Located in the heart of London, at
Knightsbridge, near the world-renowned
luxurious department store, Harrods
• Majority of the meetings and annual and yearround events take place in London as it is close
to most Commonwealth countries

Who Are We?
• Supranational and Independent International consortium of accredited investors, large businesses,
technocrats and government institutions from Commonwealth Bloc (including the UK) for collaborating and
trade purpose to alleviate poverty and create jobs

• United to address emerging challenges of poverty and unemployment in developing countries through
sustainable public-private partnerships and capacity-building measures need to achieved Sustainable
Development Goals (SDG) targets
• Platform of mega industrial clusters to share knowledge on the latest information and technologically
advanced methods of production
• Relationship building to allow for exporters and manufacturers from developing nations to gain access to
foreign capital, financial and asset markets and brokerage firms and large retailers to promote and
grow their businesses
• Consult governments on strategic formulation and execution of plans pertaining to industrial zones

What We Do?
INSIGHT

EVENTS

PARTNERSHIPS PROJECTS
`

We publish wellresearched reports
using authentic data
and updates of our
activities to influence
global policy-making

We host seminars,
consultative sessions,
operas and
roundtable
conferences yearround in London and
capital cities of
Commonwealth to
drive real outcomes

Our deep-rooted
partnerships with
manufacturers and
exporters in
developing countries
serve to prove our
commitment of
alleviating poverty
and creating jobs.

Our successful
projects focused on
prime objective of
creating viable
investment-trade links
make a real
difference to
people’s lives

Concept & Focus to Achieve SDG
The Commonwealth Entrepreneurs Club (CEC) provides a powerful ecosystem for knowledge sharing exclusively for
large manufacturers, retailers and industrial giants globally connected to materialize and exchange opportunities of
trade, investment, capacity building and entrepreneurship needed to create new jobs and stimulate economic growth in
developing countries. Following are the 12 segments which we have drawn out to focus on to achieve our targets under
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

Solar Energy

Affordable
Housing

Tourism &
Hospitality

Agriculture

Auto Parts

PPP

Industrial
Parks

Commonwealth
Academy

Manufacturing

Healthcare

IT

Minerals to
Chemicals

CEC Industrial Park Concept SDG09
• The CEC is running projects on a
number of technology and industrial
parks in Nigeria, Africa through
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP).
• These parks function as self-sustaining
ecosystems to drive employment and
wider economic activity.
• They feature vocational training
centers, low-cost housing, hospitals,
schools, shops, local farming and onsite energy development plants, etc.
We are also targeting to replicate
this structure in various commonwealth
countries in near future.
• The successful attainment of our
aforementioned goals is contingent on
full commitment by member
companies to employ standard
practices and well-conceived
operational plans to upheave
productivity and ensure a thriving
ecosystem where workers get
opportunity to hone their best skillset
necessary for innovation and growth.

Commonwealth Academy SDG04,08
• According to UNESCO, for every additional year of schooling, a person’s
job prospects and income rise by 10-20%. Yet around 617 million children
and adolescents are not proficient in either reading or mathematics. This is
a huge barrier to overcoming poverty where Central and Southern Asia
and Sub-Saharan Africa face the biggest challenges.
• The key driver of poverty alleviation is youth development and this is why
we are working to establish a Commonwealth Academy in Pakistan, given
its excellent geographical location in the world. The academy will serve as
a vocational training institute where workers, as well as recent graduates
from engineering and technical schools will receive special education on
how to perform different work-related tasks as per best international
practices, which we hope will build their critical thinking, leadership
quality, creativity and team-working capacity needed to achieve
production efficiency.
• The primary focus of the Commonwealth Academy will be to progress on
the segments under focus and all dignitaries and training staff involved
will be nominated from member countries based on their knowledge and
proven track-record in leading industries and manufacturing units in their
respective regions.
• Our ultimate objective through this academy is to make it a premiere
research consultant with a great reputation in capacity building and
shepherding startups into prosperous contributors of GDP.

Industrial Park
Plans

CEC Industrial Park Concept SDG09
• The CEC is running projects on a
number of technology and industrial
parks in Nigeria, Africa through
Public-Private Partnerships (PPP).
• These parks function as self-sustaining
ecosystems to drive employment and
wider economic activity.
• They feature vocational training
centers, low-cost housing, hospitals,
schools, shops, local farming and onsite energy development plants, etc.
We are also targeting to replicate
this structure in various commonwealth
countries in near future.
• The successful attainment of our
aforementioned goals is contingent on
full commitment by member
companies to employ standard
practices and well-conceived
operational plans to upheave
productivity and ensure a thriving
ecosystem where workers get
opportunity to hone their best skillset
necessary for innovation and growth.

Commonwealth Academy SDG04,08
• The Commonwealth Academy is part of our largescale industrial plan and
will function to build the segments under focus and all dignitaries and
training staff involved will be nominated from member countries based on
their knowledge and proven track-record in leading their industries and/or
manufacturing units, consultant agencies, governments, etc. in their
respective regions.
• According to UNESCO, for every additional year of schooling, a person’s
job prospects and income rise by 10-20%. Yet around 617 million children
and adolescents are not proficient in either reading or mathematics. This is
a huge barrier to overcoming poverty where Central and Southern Asia
and Sub-Saharan Africa face the biggest challenges.
• The key driver of poverty alleviation is youth development and this is why
we are working to establish a Commonwealth Academy in Pakistan, given
its excellent geographical location in the world. The academy will serve as
a vocational training institute where workers, as well as recent graduates
from engineering and technical schools will receive special education on
how to perform different work-related tasks as per best international
practices, which we hope will build their critical thinking, leadership
quality, creativity and team-working capacity needed to achieve
production efficiency.
• Our ultimate objective through this academy is to make it a premiere
research consultant with a great reputation in capacity building and
shepherding startups into prosperous contributors of GDP.

Public Private Partnerships SDG 17
• Our innovation and capacity building initiatives cannot be achieved without a sound
public-private partnership (PPP) network between governmental organizations and
private-sector companies from our membership domain. These PPPs carry the burden off
the government through special regulations and onto the shoulders of private sector for
rapid economic development. We at CEC recognize that PPPs take considerable time and
often prolonged negotiations between stakeholders and government, therefore, it is our
top objective to ensure flexibility, minimum risk for investors especially in connection with
politics and that communities are not disturbed.
• The CEC aspires to develop high-visibility and high-cost projects which will involve
technical and social complexities and hence, to become successful, we will build synergies
among large corporations and governments – an effective framework of alliances that
will include experts already involved in micro-level community-building and macro-level
infrastructural building projects on roads, railways, dockyards, airports, power, water,
agriculture, solid waste-management, hospitals, schools, etc.
• Despite the financial constrains that always linger on infrastructural development plans,
our team of economists, lawyers, social workers are adamant to attract champions from
ministries of governments that possess strong will to materialize PPPs and to work
assiduously with our conglomerates to constitute regime-flexible contract policies in each
region as step is key to ensure that operations are not disturbed and projects are fully
completed within designated deadlines.
• Each year, billions of dollars are poured into PPPs often backed by the leading financial
institutions like Asian Development Bank (ADB), the European Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (EBRD), the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the Islamic Development
Bank (ISDB), the Multilateral Investment Fund (MIF), the World Bank Group (WBG) and
more. Such loan disbursement and other donor agencies will play an important role in
building our envisioned CEC Industrial Parks in Commonwealth countries.

Segments
Under Radar

Solar Energy Projects SDG07
• Solar energy is expected to become increasingly attractive as a renewable energy
source because of its inexhaustible supply and zero carbon foot-print characteristic. The
photovoltaic procedure by which the energy from the sun is transformed into electricity,
has fixed operational cost because it is only a one-time setup.
• As per the International Energy Agency, the successful deployment and development of
solar-powered plants and other renewables, depend almost entirely on commitment by
governments and availability of financial resources. The the high cost of its collection,
conversion, and storage greatly limits its exploitation in many places around the world
and we at CEC take this quite seriously.
• The past 15 years, technological innovations and climate change compelled world
leaders to adopt eco-friendly policies and practices which led to 20 percent growth in
renewable energy sector. As a matter of fact, by 2050, electricity generation from solar
energy in the USA is expected to climb to 48 percent and globally, today the
dependence is 24 percent. However, developing countries in Africa and South Asia like
Pakistan, Bangladesh, India do not have the financial capacity to switch from fossil fuels
and this has always been a great impediment in growth because if growing population is
living off routine health issues because of the merciless pollution at the behest of large
unregulated industrial units then for such nations a transition into next stage of
industrialization shall remain a distant dream. At CEC, we immensely care about
connecting private entities and startups with conglomerates so they can collaborate and
trade ideas and knowledge to make investment happen.
• Through our clean green solar energy projects, we look forward to making sustainable
industrial parks by immensely (or completely) decreasing their carbon footprint by
attracting greenfield projects.

Affordable Housing SDG11
• Around 1.6 billion people live in inadequate housing according to UN research. Around
1bn of those live in slums and informal settlements. Nurses, students and daily-wage
earners need to live at close proximity to their work to manage budgets but in many
cases high rents erode 50 percent of incomes which unjustly adds to the cost of living,
thereby greatly limiting housing options. Under our housing scheme, commutation will be
free of charge to make housing affordable and the structure will feature more of
condominiums and apartments as they do not cost much and are cheaper to manage.
• With cities growing at an unprecedented rate, supply of land becoming scarce and
investors demanding value at market rates, there are a range of sophisticated and costcutting techniques to build homes like 3D Printing and Artificial Technology (AI). At the
same time, challenges such as high utility bills can be addressed through our energysaving housing system.
• Under Greenfield Industrial Plan, the system will be made from clean slate with proper
water systems, roads, transport, drainage without worry of land ownership and will not
disturb space for wildlife. We will advocate for our member builders through PublicPrivate Partnerships for tax and exemptions to incentivize construction for permissible 20storey floor limit which is important to implement on grounds of global warming.
• Our financial instruments will be Islamic banks, private-equity funds, pension funds, banks,
development financing institutions, insurance firms and other wholesale debt markets to
help make capital-raising easy for the middle-lower and lower-income class. Moreover,
part of our plan is also to seek sponsorship for builders and investors for recruiting top
talent and allow buyers to partner with builders to construct their homes.

• The CEC has planned to keep away from all forms of red-tapism, corruption and
complicated building codes to ensure both construction and living happen smoothly and
are affordable and investors have a good rate of return on investment.

Minerals to Chemicals SDG09
•

Mineral commodities form the baseline in upgradation of standards of living in any country because it
is the single largest source for oil, gas and a hoard of everyday use materials. They are used in
constructing infrastructure such as roads, rails and hospitals and build automobiles, houses, electronic
chips, satellites and even in generating electricity and producing consumer goods like salt and services
like . The economy cannot simply function without mining because through mining important metals for
industrial minerals and phosphates for example, used in making fertilizers for agriculture, can be
extracted. The other option is import which is costly, so if you have resources, why not exploit them?

•

Economically, the sector provides employment and earns important foreign exchange when these are
converted into value-added goods or exported in raw form. There is enormous potential within the
mining industry, for example, it can set a number of associated activities in motion, such as development
of world-class schools of engineering and metallurgy for R&D support. Many countries are endowed
with mineral reserves containing some high quality minerals, for example Pakistan, has one of the
world’s richest and most diverse range 92 minerals covering 660,000 KM2 out of which 53 are
currently being exploited for commercial uses.

•

At CEC we have made it our mandate to coordinate with all members and relevant communities to
devise a checking system to gauge sustainability in practicing of mine operations near human
settlements. Our mining conglomerates will refrain from mine tailings and acid mine drainage that
expose toxic elements in the air and water, affecting food chains, marine life and causing longerterm
detrimental impact on the health of ecoystems. We understand that over the many decades, developed
countries have moved operations to underdeveloped and remote regions where there is weak mining
and environmental laws, so part of our focus is also on extracting/recyclable metals (such as aluminum
for steel industry) from waste and scrap in landfills which is a more feasible activity than mining raw
ores.

•

The CEC is against artisanal mining because of it is illegal and illegal miners often store rocks
containing dangerous radioactive materials at home which cause serious social and health implications.
We understand that this is largely done to address poverty and because its alleviation is our core
objective, we have added in our agenda to divert the man power into other sectors within regions.

•

Mining and extraction projects cost a lot if the right technology is not available and require heavy
investment and capacity building on a big scale. This is where the CEC and it’s partner Commonwealth
Entrepreneur Club have pivotal role to play.

Tourism & Hospitality SDG09,13
• Hospitality is a direct output of tourism because whether it is a short weekend trip or long
haul travelers need a place to rest and if accommodation and other leisure activities like
spa, swimming pool, cinema, restaurants, etc. are also available then it greatly adds to
the customer satisfactory level and ultimately to the national exchequer. These basic
demands spur entrepreneurship (new restaurants, motels, spa resorts, cafes, theme parks,
etc.) leading to creation of jobs and resulting in poverty alleviation.
• In 2018, global tourism export growth (+4%) surpassed that of merchandise (+3%) and
according to Travel and Tourism Competitiveness Index 2019 Report, it is predicted that
by 2030 (if Corona effect fades) the frequency of international tourist arrivals will touch
1.8 billion. This presents a glorious opportunity for investment in this sector and at CEC, in
order to gain on this it a strong engagement we look forward to build strong liaison with
private parties and governments to engender sense of ownership for sustainable
investment inflow into infrastructure and capacity building. We firmly believe that by
strengthening this relationship it will be relatively easy to achieve greater economic goals
and a strong PPP will enable for a faster repositioning of hotel brands as per available
endowments in different countries.

• As part of our master plan pertaining to infrastructural investment and marketing, we will
study each country’s economy, demographics and geographical features to assess level of
capital and infrastructural improvements required to support industrial growth. We will
use this to identify partnership opportunities for our member industrialists, private
stakeholders and municipalities as well as mark new areas and markets for tourism and
hospitality in Commonwealth countries. By increasing competitiveness in terms of
infrastructure, transport and entertainment through technological innovation and
disruptive business models it will become easier to capture and excellent hospitality
services will function to retain customer value.

Agricultural Development SDG02,06
•

In most advanced economies of the world, before industrial revolution, there was agricultural revolution
and any increase in production in this sector has had a multiplier impact on per-capita income of rural
communities and eventually exacerbated demand for industrial production. The stubbornness to
aggressively pursue industrialization on war-footing must be balanced by an equal fervent toward
building a strong agricultural backbone. The growing population of the world will demand more food
at a rapidly increasing rate and mostly countries with a promising local supply chain of food will
survive well.

•

Critical industries like fisheries and mills of jute, rice, sugar, flour, oil, pulses and producers of milk,
bread, meat and countless other agro-food processing industries are heavily dependent on optimal
functionality of the agricultural sector. For any successful democratic regime, it is important to keep
farmers and agriculturists happy because there is an excellent opportunity of boosting stagnant
industries by focusing on improving productivity of cash crop through modern technology. This will
stimulate non-agricultural sectors due to increased demand for farm machinery, chemicals,
infrastructure, housing, etc.

•

According to the International Labor Statistics (ILO), the agricultural sector forms the largest part of the
global market while contributing 29.5 percent toward world employment. The raw materials are used
in non-agricultural sectors of economy which automatically translates into strengthening of purchasing
power of rural populace.

•

With global population expected to touch 9.1 billion mark by 2050, demand for food shall to rise
exorbitantly and this will in turn call for greener and more sustainable and job-friendly crop cultivation
systems.

•

The CEC strives for democratization of global food production so that it stays localized, with minimal
intervention by financial markets and wealthy corporate giants. Part of our agriculture plan is based on
agroecology-approach which is simply the application of ecological principles involving healthy
interactions between plants, animals and environments and warranting the adoption of cost-effective
inputs and climate and social-friendly outputs.

•

We at CEC believe investment in agriculture will play a prime role in mitigating hunger and poverty
and hence it must be efficiency-driven and start with capital formation at farmer’s end. We will also
ensure farmers in developing countries get in touch with our conglomerates to upgrade their
certifications and practices to meet international standards.

Manufacturing - Infrastructure SDG09
•

Manufacturing refers to mass production of goods which form 80 percent of the world’s trade
according to International Trade Centre (ITC). Industrial production, another name for manufacturing,
plays a critical role in upgrading standards of living of people by creating employment opportunities
and driving innovation and ideas of tomorrow.

•

There is no country in the world that fully relies on services alone to earn foreign exchange and most
services like real estate and tourism and hospitality which are simply the ‘act of buying’ cannot happen
without buildings, hospitals, restaurants and factories. The agricultural sector itself needs machinery to
produce and infrastructure to store and transportation to supply to markets; electricity whether
produced from solar energy or coal, requires an operating plan or device; mobile phones, internet,
printers and other gadgets all require semi-conductors and integrated silicon microchips; mining
requires shovels and drillers and oil cannot be sucked out of wells without means of steel pipes; people
commute need joggers, trains, buses and airplanes to commute, etc.

•

Today, with fourth stage of industrialization around the corner with smart cities, cloud computing, 3D
printing type technologies poised to shape the future of construction industry and the work in general,
manufacturers have rolled up their sleeves to streamline their businesses into newer and more
economically advanced ways to produce goods and communicate with clients. Political leaders are
thinking circular economy. From the days of telegraph, mankind has transitioned to ‘one-click’ text
messaging and satellites, space telescopes and rockets carrying robots to Mars.

•

The manufacturing industry contributes 11.6 percent toward global employment which will continue to
rise as companies flex their muscles to draw up feasible ways of accommodating job-friendly artificial
intelligence, cloud-computing and advanced analytics to their individual value chains in order to boost
their visibility in face of threats and opportunities. For developing countries, struck by poverty, need
rapid development of water systems, rail-networks, communication towers, factories, suburbs, etc.
following a similar path the advanced countries took.

•

At CEC, our strategy is closely aligned with these emerging trends and we highlighly value our
partnerships with industrial leaders to achieve goals of manufacturing and infrastructural development
in poor countries through collaboration and trade of goods, services and knowledge.

Information & Communications
Technology (ICT) SDG09
• ICT plays a dominant role in the efficient allocation of scarce resources by
keeping business operations to run smoothly in terms of productivity and to
remain connected at optimum pace with the global corporate hubs. Hence,
for entrepreneurs and large manufacturers it has become imperative to
develop and invest in the latest technology to retain competitive edge.
• The global forecast of IT sector in terms of growth is +5 percent. The
future will see a robust consumer demand and uptick in innovative product
and services administered by robotics and managed through drones, and
satellites and the growing need to adapt to machine learning, integrated
platforms, e-learning, e-commerce and artificial intelligence.
• The military systems of almost all countries are heavily contingent on their
ability to harness and adopt the most sophisticated use of ICT to keep
them insulated from potent threats emerging from advancement in IT and
software technology. In terms of employment, future of ICT is bright.
• Fast internet access is crucial to today’s entrepreneur and global trading
MSME. In 2019, the Commonwealth put the Digital Connectivity Agenda as
one of its five major initiatives for increasing trade and development. From
satellite telecom partnerships to e-commerce trading platforms, videoconferences and payments systems – digital connectivity is a major driver
of growth for local companies to become global traders.
• At CEC, we prioritize ICT to connect and trade faster which will help
achieve our poverty-alleviation and employment generation targets.

Healthcare Systems SDG03
• Healthcare sector contributes to 1.3 percent of global employment and
with headway in digital healthcare technologies, such as nanotechnology,
the future looks bright.
• The main drivers of this industry are the growing and aging population
prone to great risk of catching chronic diseases. This has made it
imperative for companies to invest in infrastructure that is technologically
robust. The evolving healthcare models should be able to address the
labor costs amidst workforce shortages in developing markets.
• Stakeholders in healthcare are implementing payment reforms such as
value-based payment models that help providers, payers, and patients
achieve the best outcomes at the lowest cost. Moreover, governments are
also moving the needle by adopting universal health coverage and
introducing pricing controls on pharmaceuticals and medical technology
devices.
• However, there are also issues because widening demand-supply gap of
skilled professionals is creating immediate challenges for public and
private health systems, which may also have long-term, detrimental
consequences in 2020 and beyond.
• Hence, at CEC we are closely monitoring these developments and eyeing
to bridge this gap because developing countries are most susceptible to
diseases and firmly believe that these can only be tackled if proper
healthcare system is installed.

International Corporate Social
Responsibility (ICSR) SDG05,08,11,12, 13
• Since our mission is to facilitate collaboration and trade between conglomerates to
alleviate poverty, we have upgraded our definition of Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) by making it globalized to encourage members and associated donor parties to
finance economic activities that can stimulate health-related services and employment
generation in low-income countries affected by extractive industrial work.
• We endeavor to achieve our SDG targets by creating a synergized model for
sustainable growth in which CSR can be play a leading role to reduce negative
environmental impact (pollution, mining, industrial waste dumping, etc.) and enhance
livelihoods of poor nations. Our recycling waste-water missions are designed to
specifically tap on-ground businesses to partner with our conglomerates into adopting
best practices that are cost-effective measures and green in nature.
• There are several ways that firms can meet the requirements of CSR, for example through
donations to charities, employee volunteering, environmentally conscious production
processes, ethical labor practices, and more. Part of our focus is also on executing CSR
through skill development so that it helps generate employment and spur entrepreneurial
spirit in local talents and women and promotes importance of efficient allocation of scare
resources (basic definition of economics) to meet SDG targets of ending poverty (Goal
1), promoting sustainable economic growth and decent work for all (Goal 8), achieving
gender equality and empowering women and girls (Goal 5) and reducing inequalities
(Goal 10) through vocational training.

• We think that the key to successful CSR programmes that bring benefits to all
stakeholders is partnership. If run well, CSR can benefit communities who directly benefit
from campaigns, and can also make running businesses profitable; all the while saving the
planet. However, one thing with CSR is that if they are executed badly, they can be seen
as mere philanthropy, pet projects or at worst – propaganda.
• Our focus on trade provides a real chance for business and governments to use their CSR
capabilities and business knowledge to help smaller companies in regions hit by poverty
to really grow and expand into global conglomerates.

Why Join Us?

Membership Benefits
Free access to our global network of well-placed partners
within Commonwealth bloc and UK
Network advice to navigate challenges, such as go-tomarkets, capital and financial market access, supply
distribution lines, customer acquisition, trading and dealing
opportunities, etc.
Partner with experts of the industry on project delivery,
marketing research, product placement strategy, etc. for
almost any large-scale question
Access to our regular insights, research publications and
updates on our latest Public Private Partnerships, trade
channels and business and community engagement programs
Access to knowledge database of our members’ profiles
operating in different chapters to assist you in marketing
your merchandise or service or seek financial aid
Private delegations and exclusive tours of our industrial
parks in UK and Commonwealth Bloc
Year-round Invitation to events, including our annual
conference – the Commonwealth Entrepreneurs Club Summit
in London – and our online platform

Global
Network
Access
Network
Advice
Free
Consults

PPP and
Market
Insights

Access
to New
Market
Annual
Events in
London

GROW YOUR
BUSINESS BY
CONNECTING &
COLLABORATING

Who Can Become Our Member?
• All manufacturers, exporters, small
businesses and relevant institutions or
persons such as consultants,
academicians, trainers, etc.
• Profiles of proposed partners will be
assessed on value-addition basis and
alignment with our activities and
goals.
• Businesses and partners must be
accredited, legally bound and carry
certified licenses for their operating
machineries and will be liable to
share information that adds to the
overall objectives goals of CEC

• With zero discrimination policy on
basis of country of origin, we are
open to all members who share our
vision and can further on it
• We require that our partners be
sincere to the cause and have no
fraudulent intent or ill history which is
important to ensure transparency in
knowledge sharing and trade of
activities.
• If you are willing to join us, please
use the link below to contact us:
https://www.thece.club/

Mobin Rafiq, Founder & CEO
Mobin is the Co-Founder and Chairman of the Global Trade Partnership - the international network for impact investment
and social enterprise collaboration. The GTP builds international private sector and government partnerships to alleviate
poverty. It drives capital access, distribution, innovation, SME growth and industry expertise in Agriculture, Infrastructure,
Energy, Manufacturing and Property.
He is a technocrat, industrialist and philanthropist with 40+ years' manufacturing experience. He learned his trade from his
100-year-old family-run business and went on to build the MR Group of Companies in Pakistan, which specializes in
manufacturing, engineering and textiles.
Over 40 years, he travelled to more than 70 countries, working with members of royalty, ambassadors, central bank
governors, ministers and industrialists.
After the India-Pakistan partition in 1947, Mobin’s grandfather and father were forced to flee India to Karachi where in the
following year they established the first automobile industry in Pakistan - Nisaco Motor Parts. They went on to build the first
engine reconditioning facility with modern machinery from US and Italy, with largest crankshaft grinder to grind 10 feet
crankshafts for marine ships.
Mobin joined the family business in 1977 after graduating to work with his teacher - his father. He started on the shop floor
and after three years moved into building technology-led businesses himself. He became a specialist in low-cost design,
special-purpose machines, jigs, fixtures and manufacturing-transfer lines. He constructed 300,000 sq feet of SME
manufacturing sheds as a first in Pakistan to develop camshafts, engine valves, and gaskets followed by 35 percent of all
Fiat tractor components. He also developed the first Rapier Shuttleless Looms.
He has since authored numerous reports on self-sustaining micro cities, industrial parks and low-cost housing as vehicles enable
the growth of trade, entrepreneurship and jobs in areas hit by poverty. As a business leader, he understands that
accomplishments are a result of getting people to work as a team.
Today Mobin is a property developer in London with his three sons. He has dedicated his life to helping SMEs and advising
African governments on job creation and trade strategy to alleviate poverty.
He is an avid golfer, social sector speaker and is writing a new book, CREATING ENTREPRENEUR THROUGH SKILL
DEVELOPMENT.

Thank You!

